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Man fined for giving explosives to
student who blew up his Dubai
school
Dubai pilot jailed for running over
woman who 'laughed at his car'
Two speed cameras on Al DhaidSharjah Road shot out by gunman
Emirati gets green light for Burj
Khalifa climb and base jump
The capital city of St Kitt's Nevis. Courtesy istockphoto.comSt Kitts and Nevis
citizenship fees may increase depending on the size and age of the family applying.
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UAE residents pay Dh1.4m for a Caribbean
passport

'10,000 Tramadol tablets not
mine', Dubai man tells court
General Motors recalls thousands
of cars in UAE over brake pedal
defect

Preeti Kannan

DUBAI // Hundreds of UAE residents are investing up to Dh1.4 million in Caribbean
island states in return for citizenship.
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Hard to stay away for long

businessmen, they take up
"If you are really getting a second passport, it is not a good sign," said Badie, 38, a
this option.
Syrian businessman in Dubai who has applied for a Dominican passport.
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Mr Badie hopes to have his new passport in six months, but will not live in Dominica.
Alex Woodley, consul general at he newly-opened St Kitts and Nevis consulate in
Dubai, said: "Most of our applicants are not just citizens from displaced nations. They 4:23:34 PM]
http://www.thenational.ae/news/uae-news/uae-residents-pay-dh1-4m-for-a-caribbean-passport[12/27/12
are not from one region or country. Participants are from many stable countries.
"There is a significant denial rate. St Kitts and Nevis has a stringent due diligence
policy including engaging specialists to check the identity of applicants and make
sure no applicant brings disrepute."
A Dubai property firm has sent text messages to residents promising citizenship in St
Kitts and Nevis through investments.
"We provide them a vehicle for investment but it is the government who will sign off
on whether they can accept it or not," said Munaf Ali, chief executive of Range
Developments, developer of the Park Hyatt St Kitts and Nevis.
"We provide this to genuine people who have a good background and aren't involved
in any criminal activities. We take an initial deposit of 10 per cent. Once the
government approves their application, then we take the full amount. It takes three
months from start to finish."
Mr Ali said the ease of visa access made St Kitts and Nevis attractive.
"A citizen wants to become global and have borderless travel. People are becoming
richer and would like to travel more. They don't like these barriers to entry. And
businessmen would like to have the luxury to travel visa-free."
pkannan@tneational.ae
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